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ABSTRACT 
In this first of two ISRs about the WFC3/IR reference pixel performance, we compare five 
different methods for using the reference pixels on the detector to remove bias signal 
from the measured signal in the light-sensitive science pixels.  None of these methods 
produce a significant improvement over the current approach in the calwf3 calibration 
pipeline.  We also note the existence of an extra signal in addition to the bias signal in 
the inboard reference pixels.  Thought to be a “signal memory”, this signal was observed 
in ground tests of early, non-flight detectors but was thought not to be present in the 
current flight detector.  The extra signal does not degrade the WFC3/IR calibration.  
Large (~100DN), long-lasting (~weeks) signal jumps in a subset of the reference pixels 
as well as nearby science pixels were also observed.  A subsequent ISR will report on 
efforts to characterize these jumps and the long-term behavior of the reference pixels.

 

Introduction 
As part of the standard data reduction process for all WFC3/IR observations, signals 

from the reference pixels on the left and right edges of the detector are used to remove 
bias signal from the science data.  By including a readout of the reference pixels within 
each read of the light-sensitive science pixels, the bias level can be tracked with time. 

As described by Robberto et al (2002), the reference pixels associated with the IR 
detector are separated into three categories.  The single outermost row and column are the 
“outboard” reference pixels, shown in yellow in Figure 1.  These pixels are ignored for 
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the purposes of bias subtraction.  The 4 rows and columns inside of the outboard 
reference pixels are the “horizontal inboard” and “vertical inboard” reference pixels, 
respectively, and are shown in blue and red in Figure 1.  For the remainder of this report, 
we drop the term “inboard” and refer to these pixels simply as “vertical” and “horizontal” 
reference pixels.  The vertical and horizontal reference pixels have an identical electrical 
architecture, and are therefore both considered as plausible populations to use in bias 
subtraction.  The vertical reference pixels are currently used for the reference pixel 
correction step within the calwf3 data reduction pipeline.   

 
 

 
Figure 1:  A map of the various types of pixels that comprise the IR detector.  Note that the relative 

dimensions of the areas are not to scale.  The white areas represent the light-sensitive science pixels.  The 
blue and red areas show the horizontal and vertical inboard reference pixels, respectively.  The yellow areas 
around the edges indicate the outboard reference pixels.  These areas, along with the black areas in the 
corners of the array, are ignored in this analysis. 
 

Data 
We wished to examine the effects of reference pixel corrections on science pixels 

with a wide range of measured signals.  Therefore, we focused our analysis on dark 
current ramps, flat field ramps, and observations of 47Tuc, all collected as part of the 
Cycle 18 IR linearity calibration program (proposal 12352).  With these ramps, we were 
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able to examine the effects of reference pixel subtraction on measured signal levels 
spanning the entire dynamic range of the science pixels.  Table 3 in the Appendix lists the 
ramps used and the characteristics of each.  For the analysis, we used the raw data files 
(i.e. no data reduction steps had been applied). 

Two types of visits were used to collect the these data: internal and external.  Each 
internal visit was composed of a dark current observation, followed by a short exposure 
time flat field observation, a long exposure time flat field observation, and finally another 
dark current observation.  In this report, we refer to the short exposure flat field 
observations as “dim” flat field ramps, as they were used primarily to allow the tungsten 
lamp time to warm-up before the acquisition of the long exposure flat fields.  Following 
this theme, we refer to the long exposure flat field observations as “bright” flat field 
ramps.  Within each internal visit, we also found that the second dark current observation, 
collected after the two flat field ramps, was contaminated by persistence and displayed an 
artificially elevated signal level.  In the analysis below, we explicitly describe the 
differences in behavior between the contaminated and uncontaminated dark current files.  
Persistence in the WFC3/IR channel is described and characterized in ISR 2010-17 (Long 
et. al). 

External visits were composed of dark current observations interspersed with 
observations of 47Tuc.  In this case persistence in the dark current files was limited to 
that produced by the point sources, and did not have a significant effect on the detector- 
and quadrant-averaged measurements described below. 
 

 

Analysis 
Our overall goal for this study was to characterize the short-term (i.e. intra-ramp) 

behavior of the reference pixels as well as to identify the most effective way to use to 
signal from the reference pixels to remove bias signal from the science pixels, while 
minimizing any increase in noise levels.   

Reference Pixel Characterization 
Figures 2 and 3 show plots of the reference pixel behavior across the detector for one 

read of a ramp.  In Figure 2, we calculated the mean of the 4 reference pixels in each row 
of the vertical inboard reference pixels quadrant 2 in order to construct a plot of the signal 
in a mean column.  Figure 3 shows a similar plot, where we calculated the mean of the 4 
pixels in each column of the horizontal inboard reference pixels in quadrant 2, in order to 
construct a mean row.  The large scatter in the signals of both plots is largely due to the 
pixel-to-pixel differences in the reset levels, which do not vary significantly on short 
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timescales.  Separate plots similar to Figures 2 and 3 constructed for subsequent reads of 
the ramp are almost identical.   

The plots in Figures 2 and 3 were produced using data from read 0 of a dark current 
ramp.  The point-to-point scatter in both of these plots is of order hundreds of DN.  
However, when we plotted the difference of read 0 and read 1, we found signals with a 
scatter of only 1.7 DN across the detector, highlighting the repeatability of the signal 
patterns below. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Vertical reference pixels along quadrant 2. Mean of 4 pixels in each row. 
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Figure 3: Horizontal reference pixels along quadrant 2. Mean of 4 pixels in each column. 
 
 
In Figure 4, we investigate the differences in the reference pixel signals using data 

separated by a longer time period.  In this case, we used read zero from each of two 
ramps which were collected 13 days apart, and we plot the differences between the 
vertical reference pixels (black) as well as the horizontal reference pixels (red).  Here we 
see that the standard deviation of the differences (16.25 and 14.39 DN for vertical and 
horizontal, respectively) is larger than in the case where consecutive reads were used, but 
still significantly smaller than the scatter in the single reads seen in Figures 2 and 3.  This 
implies that the signal measured by the reference pixels is relatively stable.  The mean 
signal levels of the black and red lines in Figure 4 below are 3.04 and 5.75 DN, implying 
a relatively small shift of the mean reset level over time.   

Repeating the calculations outlined above with different pairs of ramps, we find that 
mean and standard deviation values similar to those above are common for ramps 
separated by several minutes through several weeks. 
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Figure 4: Differences between mean vertical (black) and horizontal (red) inboard reference pixels in 

quadrant 2 of two dark current ramps taken approximately 13 days apart.   
 
 

Long-term Effects: A Preview of Future Work 
Figure 5 below is an abnormal case we encountered when examining the differences 

between ramps.  Unlike the small mean value seen in Figure 4 above, the vertical 
reference pixels show a large (~110 DN) change in signal along the entire quadrant, 
while the horizontal reference pixels show a variable change in signal, but only in the 
leftmost 150 columns of the quadrant.  Figure 6 shows the image of this difference, for 
the entire detector.  The elevated signal levels are present in the science pixels on the left 
and right edges of the detector, as well as in the vertical reference pixels along the left 
and right sides, and the horizontal reference pixels located just above and below the 
bright science pixels.   
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 4 above, but for dark current ramps in visit 1 and visit 3, taken only 4 days 

apart.  Note the elevated signal across the vertical reference pixels, as well as on the left side of the 
horizontal reference pixels. 

 

 
Figure 6: Difference image corresponding to the plot in Figure 5 above.  The black border has been 

added to the picture in order to make the reference pixels on the edges of the detector more visible.  This 
image is a linear stretch from -50 to 200 DN.  Note that the vertical and horizontal refrence pixels show 
signal differences which match the pattern seen in the science pixels.  Also, the signal differences in the 
horizontal reference pixels towards the center of the detector show elevated values relative to the science 
pixels. 
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Figure 7:  Mean signal difference across the detector for a difference image like that in Figure 6.  All 

rows in the image were collapsed into a single mean row in order to reduce the noise. 
 
A more robust search through an expanded dataset of 7756 files collected over a 950 

day span revealed that the brightening that occurred between the two files used to create 
the difference image in Figure 6 (around MJD 55325) was part of a large, long-term 
change in the vertical reference pixel signal level, and that there have been several large, 
abrupt changes in the mean vertical reference pixel signal level since the inatallation of 
WFC3.  Figure 8 shows the mean bias level at three separate locations on the detector for 
the 950-day range of the data.  The three locations were used as a way of testing the 
morphology of the signal jumps.  The black points show the mean bias signal in the 32 
rows of vertical reference pixels in quadrant 2 closest to the center of the detector.  We 
chose the value of 32 so that for all array sizes, we would be taking the mean of the same 
set of pixels in each image, regardless of subarray size.  The red points show the mean 
bias signal in the horizontal reference pixels, in the 32 columns of quadrant 2 that are 
closest to the left edge of the detector.  Finally, in order to look for horiztonal gradients in 
signal, such as those seen in Figure 6, the blue points show the mean bias signal in the 32 
columns of horizontal reference pixels of quadrant 2 that are closest to the center of the 
detector. 

The most important features to note here are the 5 large (~100 DN in the black 
points), abrupt jumps in the signal.  Note that the magnitude of these jumps is greatest in 
the vertical reference pixels, slightly less for the horizontal reference pixels near the edge 
of the detector, and significantly less for the horizontal reference pixels near the center of 
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the detector.  This is consistent with the images shown in Figure 6, where the elevated 
signal levels are greatest along the left and right edges of the detector. 

The complexity of this behavior, which is likely tied to characteristics such as the 
operational state, as well as temperatures and voltages within the WFC3 instrument, has 
prompted an in-depth investigation into reference pixel signal levels.  The results of that 
investigation will be presented in a subsequent ISR, so that the focus of this report can 
remain the efficacy of the reference pixel correction method.  We note here that since the 
standard behavior of the calwf3 pipeline is to subtract the mean vertical reference pixel 
value from the science pixels in each read, followed by the subtraction of the zeroth read 
of each ramp from subsequent reads, we believe these elevated reference pixel signals 
will have a minimal impact on science data.  There would have to be a continuous change 
in reference pixel signal throughout the reads of a ramp in order to have residual signal 
after the zeroth read subtraction and subsequent line-fitting steps in the pipeline.  Note 
however that any analysis performed on raw or non zeroth-read-subtracted IR data will 
likely be affected by these spatially-dependent signal jumps. 

 
 

 
Figure 8:  Mean reference pixel signal over 950 days for three areas of reference pixels.  The black 

points are the same as those seen in Figure 7, and show the mean signal in the 32 rows of vertical 
reference pixels closest to the quadrant boundary (i.e. farthest from the corner of the detector).  The red 
points show the mean signal in the 32 columns of horizontal reference pixels that are nearest to the corner 
of the detector (the bright lower left edge of Figure 6).  The blue points show the mean signal in the 32 
columns of horizontal reference pixels which are farthest from the corner of the detector (the dark central 
area along the bottom edge in Figure 6.  
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Reference Pixel “Signal Memory” 
 
Here we report on the results of our attempt to characterize a separate observed 

excess-signal in the reference pixels.  This signal appeared as larger than expected signal 
accumulations in the vertical reference pixels within a given ramp, and only during 
observations of bright sources.  As an intra-ramp effect, this could potentially affect 
reference pixel subtraction for a given ramp.  Figure 9 shows the mean signals (across all 
4 quadrants) in the vertical reference pixels up the ramp for many ramps.  Blue and green 
points represent dark current and 47Tuc observations (i.e. low-signal ramps).  Red points 
show the values from flat field ramps. We focus on the relative signal in the reference 
pixels from the beginning to the end of a ramp and ignore the vertical offsets between 
ramps, which are due to the long term bias differences in Figure 8.  The behavior that is 
significant is the repeatable decrease in signal with time in the flat field ramps (red 
points) that is not seen in the dark current or 47Tuc observations.  The presence of this 
signal change in the high-signal flats combined with the lack of change in the low-signal 
darks implies that the reference pixels are sensitive to the level of illumination incident 
upon the detector.  This behavior is not seen in the horizontal reference pixels, as shown 
in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 9:  Mean of vertical reference pixels across all four quadrants up the ramp for all ramps.  

Ignoring the overall vertical offsets, we see that in the flat field ramps the reference pixels repeatably 
measure much more signal than during the other observations.   
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Figure 10:  Mean values of the horizontal reference pixels for all ramps.  Note that unlike in the 

vertical reference pixels, the flat field observations do not show significantly different signal accumulation 
compared to the other observations.  
 

 
A similar apparent light-sensitivity of the reference pixels was observed during 

laboratory testing of non-flight detectors early in the development process of WFC3.  
Details of the effect and how it was removed are given by Robberto et al (2002).  In that 
case, the signal increase was thought to be due to some kind of signal memory in the 
readout circuitry, and was removed by inserting a small (3 msec) delay between the 
readout of each row of the detector.  This delay was later removed from the WFC3/IR 
readout timing pattern when ground testing revealed that newer detectors did not suffer 
from this effect (Petro and Wheeler, 2006).  However, our analysis of these data appear to 
indicate that the flight detector does indeed exhibit this signal memory which, for bright 
extended targets (such as internal flat fields) is measurable.   

A signal memory would explain why the horizontal reference pixels in Figure 9 do 
not display the same signal accumulation as the vertical reference pixels.  In a given 
readout, all of the horizontal reference pixels are read out before any of the light-sensitive 
science pixels.  Conversely, the readout of the vertical reference pixels is spread 
throughout the readout of the detector.  The four vertical reference pixels in each row are 
read out at the beginning of that row, and immediately after the light-sensitive pixels in 
the preceeding row.  This implies that there is opportunity for the vertical reference pixels 
in row y to be affected by signals present in the light-sensitive pixels of row y-1. 

Figures 11 through 13 give better views of this behavior.  Figure 11 shows a plot of 
the mean signal in the vertical and horizontal reference pixels versus the mean signal in 
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the light-sensitive science pixels for each read of the bright flat field observations.  The 
reference pixels display a consistent behavior in all of the bright flat field observations.  
A line-fit to the points for each type of reference pixel reveals that the vertical reference 
pixels accumulate signal at a mean rate of 0.09% of the signal rate in the light-sensitive 
science pixels.  Meanwhile the horizontal pixels accumulate signal at a mean rate of 
0.006% of the science pixels.  Note the hint of non-linear behavior in the horizontal 
reference pixels (blue points) at very low signal levels.  This effect is investigated further 
and discussed in the Persistence Effects section below and shown in Figure 21. 

The dim flat field observations, visible in Figure 12, have larger slopes compared to 
the points from the bright flat field observations.  The vertical reference pixels indicate a 
signal accumulation of 0.15% of the science pixels, while the horizontal reference pixels 
show a 0.09% growth.  The important result to note here is the difference between the 
two slopes.  While the bright flats show more than an order of magnitude difference in 
the slopes, the difference in the dim flats is less than a factor of 2.  As with the bright 
flats, the dim flats show hints of a non-linear relationship at small signals in the science 
pixels.  The points corresponding to the first reads of the ramps (science pixel signals of 
~60DN) do not appear to fall on exactly the same line as the points corresponding to later 
reads.  The horizontal reference pixels also appear to be more noisy from ramp-to-ramp 
than the vertical reference pixels, as seen by the larger vertical spread of points at each 
science pixel signal level. 

Figure 13 shows a similar plot for the dark current and 47Tuc observations.  The main 
concentration of blue crosses with the steep slope on the left side of the plot are from the 
vertical reference pixels in the dark current observations which were not affected by 
persistence.  The blue crosses spanning the entire width of the plot towards the top are 
from the vertical reference pixels in dark current files which were contaminated by 
persistence.  The purple crosses represent the horizontal reference pixels for the same 
dark current files.  In the discussion below, we focus on the points that were not affected 
by persistence.  The red points are derived from the vertical reference pixels in the 47Tuc 
observations, while the orange points show the signal in the horizontal reference pixels. 

Line fits to the greater concentrations of points (and shown on the plot below) reveal 
that for the uncontaminated dark current files and the 47Tuc files, the reference pixels 
appear to accumulate signal at rates of 16.2% and 4.7% of the light-sensitive science 
pixels, respectively. We measure no significant difference in slope values between 
vertical and horizontal reference pixels for both the dark current and 47Tuc datasets, 
suggesting that any “signal memory”-derived extra signal in the vertical reference pixels 
is small eough that it is not measureable. 
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Figure 11: Reference pixel signals versus science pixel signals for the bright flat field observations.  

Linear fits show that the vertical reference pixels accumulate signal at a rate of 0.09% of the science 
pixels’s rate.  Meanwhile, the horizontal reference pixels accumulate signal at a rate of only 0.006% 
compared to the science pixels.  Also note the hint of non-linear behavior in the horizontal reference pixels 
in the initial reads (left side of the plot).  This is similar to the behavior observed in dark current and 
external data. 
 

 
Figure 12:  Same plot as Figure 11 above, but for the dim flats. Horizontal reference pixels are more 

noisy (within each group and also systematically).  The left-most group of reference pixel signals also hints 
at the same low-signal non-linearity seen in the bright flats. 
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Curiously, Figures 9 through 13 show that the signal change up the ramp in the 
vertical reference pixels in the bright flats is 30-35DN, about 2DN in the dim flats, but 
5DN in the darks. We have been unable to find an explanation for why the change in 
signal is greater for the dark ramps than in the dim flat field ramps. 
 
 

 
Figure 13:  Mean vertical and horizontal reference pixel signal versus mean science pixel signal for 

dark current (blue, purple) and 47Tuc (red, orange) observations.  The blue crosses show the vertical 
reference pixel signals for the darks, while the purple crosses show the horizontal reference pixels.  The red 
diamonds show the vertical reference pixel signals for the 47Tuc ramps, while the orange diamonds show 
the signal from the horizontal reference pixels.  Unlike the flat field ramps, for each type of observation 
here, there is no significant difference in slope between the vertical and horizontal refrence pixel signals.  
Best fit lines to the coherent populations show reference pixels accumumlating signal at 16.2% and 4.7% of 
the rate seen in the science pixels for the darks and 47Tuc ramps, respectively.  
 
 

Reference Pixel Subtraction Methods 
The purpose of the reference pixels is help produce an accurate calibration of the 

measured signals in the science pixels.  Keeping in mind the extra signals and behaviors 
described above, we next tested how well the reference pixels performed their job.  We 
compared the reference pixel subtraction strategy currently in use with three alternative 
methods as well as the “method” of not using the reference pixels at all. 
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In the calibration pipiline for WFC3 (calwf3 version 2.5), the method of reference 
pixel subtraction currently employed for each ramp is to calculate the mean of all 8,112 
vertical reference pixels in each read, and to subtract this number from all science pixels 
in that read.  No distinction is made between pixels in different quadrants, despite the fact 
that the pixels in each quadrant are read out through separate amplifiers.  This method has 
the advantage of averaging over the largest number of reference pixels, implying that it 
has the lowest statistical error.  However, by averaging across quadrant boundaries, any 
quadrant-based differences in bias behavior are lost.   

The first alternative method is identical to the current method, except that a separate 
mean is calculated for each quadrant in each read.  This method should account for any 
quadrant-to-quadrant differences in bias level, but will average over any intra-quadrant 
differences in bias level.  Figure 14 shows a plot of the quadrant-averaged and detector-
averaged vertical reference pixel signals for all 16 reads of a flat field ramp.  The black 
line shows the detector-averaged values, while the four red lines correspond to the mean 
values for the four quadrants.  Figure 15 shows the same 5 curves as Figure 14, but with 
offsets applied such that each curve starts at 0 DN in the initial read.  Note that other than 
the offsets, the behavior of the mean bias level is very similar from quadrant to quadrant. 

 

 
Figure 14: The mean values of the vertical reference pixels for each quadrant (red curves), along with 

the mean values for the entire detector (black curve). 
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Figure 15: Same as Figure 14, but with offsets applied to all curves in order to force them to be 0 DN 

at 0 seconds. 
 

 
The next two alternative methods were both chosen because of their potential ability 

to track small spatial-scale changes in bias signal.  We refer to the first of these two 
methods as the “smoothing method”.  For this method, we worked quadrant by quadrant.  
The vertical reference pixels in each quadrant are arranged in a 4 x 507 pixel array.  (See 
the four red areas in Figure 1).  We began by collapsing this array down into a “mean 
column”, by calculating the mean value in each row of 4 pixels.  Once we had a mean 
column, we used IDL’s smooth.pro function to smooth the mean column using a boxcar 
average with a width of 20 pixels.  This effectively removed much of the high frequency 
noise in the mean column.  We then moved column by column across the science pixels, 
and subtracted the smoothed mean column from each.  Figure 16 shows the results of 
these calculations for one quadrant of one read in the flat field ramp.  The black cruve 
shows the mean column signals along the 507 rows of the quadrant, while the blue curve 
shows the results of the boxcar smoothing.  The red curve shows the results of the 
filtering method described below. 

The final method tested was very similar to the smoothing method above.  We again 
began with a mean column of reference pixel values.  High frequency noise was then 
filtered out of the mean column through the use of fourier tranforms.  Using IDL’s 
fft.pro, we calculated the fourier transform of the mean column.  We then set to zero all 
but the lowest 8 frequencies in the resulting spectrum.  This modified spectrum was then 
run through the inverse fourier transform, resulting in a modified mean column where 
high frequency noise had been removed.  Unlike in the smoothing method, we went one 
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step farther towards determining a separate bias value for each science pixel with this 
method.  The fast readout direction for the detector is along the rows.  This means that for 
a given row, after the reading the reference pixels, the 507 science pixels in that row are 
incrementally read out before the reference pixels in the subsequent row.  With 507 
equally spaced (in time) science pixels between adjacent values in our mean column of 
reference pixels, we should ideally be able to use interpolation to estimate the bias level 
at the time each science pixel in that row was read out.  Using this method, we can 
calculate a separate bias value for each science pixel on the detector, effectively creating 
a bias image which can then be subtracted from the science image.  For convenience, this 
method will subsequently be refered to as the “filtering” method.  As mentioned 
previously, the red curve in Figure 16 shows the mean column after the high frequency 
noise has been filtered out.  For comparison, the dashed orange line shows the quadrant-
averaged value of the reference pixels, as described in the second method above.  Figure 
17 shows the bias image constructed using the filtering method for one read of a ramp. 
 

 
Figure 16: Reference pixel values in read 5 of quadrant 1 in a flat field ramp.  The black curve shows 

the mean value of the 4 reference pixels in each row for all 507 rows (i.e. the “mean column” described in 
the text).  The orange dashed line shows the mean value of the vertical reference pixels in this quadrant.  
The blue curve shows the data after boxcar smoothing with a 20-row width box.  The red curve shows the 
data after high frequency noise has been removed by using the fourier transform.  
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Figure 17: Bias image for read 5 of the flat field ramp, created using the filtering method.  The image 

runs from 12,900 DN to 15,900 DN, with black, purple and blue representing low values, and orange, red, 
and white representing higher values.  The upper left quadrant was created from the filtered mean column 
plot shown in red in Figure 16.  To help orient the reader, the pale green stripe at the top of quadrant 1 
above corresponds to the elevated signals in rows 950 – 1014, while the two black stripes represent the low 
signals around rows 650 and 730 in Figure 16. 
 
 

In order to fully explore the ability of the reference pixels to remove the bias signal 
from the science pixels, we began with the vertical reference pixels and used all four 
reference pixel subtraction methods described above to correct the science pixels.  We 
then repeated all four methods starting with the horizontal reference pixels.  And finally, 
we compared the case where no reference pixel correction was applied. 
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Results 
The four reference pixel subtraction methods were each applied to all ramps listed in 

Table 3 using both the vertical and horizontal reference pixels.  Additionally, we 
produced a version of each ramp where reference pixel subtraction was omitted.  This 
resulted in 9 versions of each ramp.  We then performed two standard data calibration 
steps on each ramp before comparing the results.  

The first step was to subtract the zeroth read from each subsequent read in a given 
ramp.  Performing this step resulted in a ramp which mimicked the the most basic ima 
file output by the calwf3 data reduction pipeline.  It is important to note that our analysis 
was performed on ramps that had the zeroth read subtracted.  This implies that we care 
more about the variations in reference pixel values over time than the absolute values of 
the reference pixels.  For example, if the reference pixels measure N counts in all reads 
up the ramp, then equation 1 shows that during the zeroth read subtraction, this signal 
will be completely canceled out.  The same is true even if the reference pixel signal 
displays spatial variations across the detector.  If these spatial variations do not change 
over time, they will be canceled out during zeroth read subtraction.  This is why the 
simple mean of the reference pixels can be a just as or an even more effective bias 
subtraction technique compared to other, more complicated methods.  It may not 
necessarily be vital to model the spatial bias level changes across the detector if they are 
constant with time.  More important is the need to accurately model temporal changes in 
the bias level. If different areas on the detector have bias levels that change different 
ways with time, then the more complex filtering and smoothing subtraction methods may 
be more effective at removing bias signal. 
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The second data reduction step we performed on each ramp was line-fitting up the 

ramp on the signals in each pixel.  We recorded the slopes of the best-fit lines, creating 
the equivalent of the flt file produced by the calwf3 pipeline.  As is done in calwf3, we 
ignored the first read when performing line-fitting, in order to minimize reset effects.  In 
general, almost all analysis of WFC3/IR science data is performed on flt files, with a 
small amount done on the multiple read ima files.  By mimicking these two files in this 
study, we were able to assess the impacts of the various reference pixel subtraction 
schemes on a typical user’s data.   

Once we had produced an ima and an flt file for each of the ramps using each of the 
nine reference pixel subtraction methods, we compared the results.  We used several 
metrics to measure the efficacy of the reference pixel subtraction.  First, we compared the 
temporal noise present in the ima files.  This was measured during the line-fitting step 
which created the flt files.  For each pixel in each ramp, after the best-fit line had been 
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determined, this line was subtracted from the measured signals up the ramp.  We then 
measured the standard devitaion of the residual signal values, giving an indication of  the 
noise in the pixel’s measured signals.  For each ramp we then calculated the robust mean 
and standard deviation of these noise levels across all of the light-sensitive pixels on the 
detector.  The results of this process were 9 mean and standard deviation measures for 
each of the original raw ramps (one for each of the 9 reference pixel subtraction 
methods).   

For a first comparison of noise levels, we averaged noise measurements over each 
type of file: dark current ramps, bright flat field ramps, dim flat field ramps, and 47Tuc 
ramps.  Table 1 shows the mean noise level, along with the mean standard deviation of 
the noise distribution across the detector, for each type of file.  This table shows several 
interesting results.  First, for a given type of reference pixel (horizontal or vertical) the 
more complex filtering and smoothing methods of reference pixel subtraction lead to 
larger noise levels than the relatively simpler quadrant- or detector-based mean level 
methods.  This implies that the spatial variations in bias level (as seen in Figure 16 above 
are stable from read to read, and therefore the more complex methods of removing 
bias signal provide no advantage of the simple mean value method currently in use. 

The second result to note is that for the dark current, bright flat field, and 47Tuc 
ramps, using the horizontal reference pixels to subtract the bias level results in a lower 
noise level than when the vertical reference pixels are used.  The opposite is true of the 
dim flat field ramps.  However, as shown in the bottom row of the table, the differences 
between the vertical and horizontal reference pixels change the mean noise level by much 
less than 1%.  Also, Table 1 implies that omitting the reference pixel correction 
produces ramps with noise levels that are roughly equivalent to those produced 
using any of the other reference pixel subtraction strategies. 
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IMA Noise: Standard Deviation of Residual Signals After Line-Fitting 

Reference Pixel 
Subtraction 

Method 

Dark Current 
Ramps 

Bright Flat Field 
Ramps 

Dim Flat Field 
Ramps 

47Tuc Ramps 

Mean 
(DN) 

Stdev 
(DN) 

Mean 
(DN) 

Stdev 
(DN) 

Mean 
(DN) 

Stdev 
(DN) 

Mean 
(DN) 

Stdev 
(DN) 

Vert Quad 
Mean 

6.188 1.710 389.974 55.99 11.254 4.752 6.055 1.739 

Vert Detector 
Mean 

6.186 1.710 389.972 55.97 11.256 4.752 6.054 1.739 

Horiz Quad 
Mean 

6.183 1.712 389.468 56.00 11.291 4.761 6.055 1.739 

Horiz Detector 
Mean 

6.178 1.710 389.492 56.03 11.292 4.759 6.051 1.738 

Vert Filter 6.193 1.712 389.976 55.99 11.260 4.755 6.061 1.741 

Horiz Filter 6.186 1.712 389.509 56.02 11.295 4.763 6.059 1.740 

Vert Smooth 6.193 1.712 389.976 55.99 11.258 4.754 6.060 1.740 

Horiz Smooth 6.185 1.712 389.507 56.02 11.294 4.762 6.058 1.740 
No Correction 6.189 1.709 389.645 56.00 11.235 4.749 6.057 1.740 

% Difference, 
(Vert-Horiz) 

/Vert 
0.13%  0.12%  -0.32%  0.06%  

Table 1: Means and standard deviations of the noise level distributions in the residual signals after 
line-fitting for each reference pixel subtraction method.  Cases where the vertical reference pixels were 
used have been shaded to aid in the comparison of vertical versus horizontal reference pixels. 
 
Figure 18 is a graphical representation of the values in the leftmost column in Table 1.  
From this, we see that for the dark current ramps, the resulting mean noise level in the 
ima does not have a large dependence on the method of reference pixel subtraction (mean 
level versus filtering versus smoothing) nor the type of reference pixels used.  Using the 
detector-mean of the horizontal reference pixels produces the lowest noise level in the 
ima file.  Noise levels associated with using the other subtraction methods, the vertical 
reference pixels or no reference pixel subtraction are all similar, and only ~0.01 DN 
larger. 
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Figure 18:  Mean noise levels in the dark current ramps after performing each type of reference pixel 

subtraction.  
 
 

Next we made a similar comparison using the flt files created with each reference 
pixel subtraction method.  Where the noise measured in the ima files was for signals 
measured up the ramp and was therefore a measure of the temporal noise, the flt files 
provided a measure of spatial noise.  For each flt file, we computed the robust mean and 
standard deviation across the entire image.  As with the ima files, we then computed the 
mean signal rate and standard deviation for each reference pixel subtraction method and 
observation target.  The results are shown in Table 2. 

The first result to note is that for a given type of reference pixel (horizontal or 
vertical) the mean signal rate is not very sensitive to the subtraction method used.  In the 
high signal rate case of the bright flat field ramps, all styles of reference pixel subtraction 
produce nearly identical results.  In the lower signal rate case of dark current 
observations, the variation in signal rate is at most 0.6% when comparing the results for 
the different methods applied with one type of reference pixel. 

A more interesting result is the difference in mean signal rate when comparing 
horizontal versus vertical reference pixels.  The bottom row of Table 2 shows the 
percentage difference in the mean flt signal rate when using the detector-mean vertical 
reference pixels versus the detector-mean horizontal reference pixels.  While the 
difference is insignificant (<<1%) for both types of flat field observations and still less 
than 1% for the 47Tuc observations, in the lower signal case of the dark current ramps we 
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see that using the horizontal reference pixels results in flt files with a significantly higher 
mean signal rate in terms of percentage.  However, in terms of absolute signal rate 
differences, the 4.1% difference shown in the table is a difference of only 0.0009 DN/sec. 

As with the results in Table 1, the results below show that the noise level in the case 
of no reference pixel subtraction is very similar to those for the various types of reference 
pixel subtraction.  Note however that the mean signal rate in the case of no reference 
pixel subtraction is always lower than those from the reference pixel subtracted ramps.  
This is because, as seen in Figure 9, the signal in the reference pixels decreases with time.  
Therefore, when reference pixel subtraction is performed, the subtraction of a line with a 
negative slope from the science pixels, which have a positive slope, results in an increase 
in the slope of the science pixel signals, and an increase in the resulting flt values.  As 
seen below in the case of the low-signal dark current ramps, the mean signal rate in the 
case of no reference pixel subtraction is approximately 40% less than that in files where 
reference pixel subtraction is performed.  Figure 13 shows the negative-sloped behavior 
of the reference pixels in a dark current ramp.   
 
 

FLT Results.  Mean and Standard Deviation of Signal Rate Values Across the Detector 

Reference Pixel 
Subtraction 

Method 

Dark Current Ramps 
Bright Flat Field 

Ramps 
Dim Flat Field 

Ramps 
47Tuc Ramps 

Mean 
(DN/sec) 

Stdev 
(DN/sec) 

Mean 
(DN/sec) 

Stdev 
(DN/sec) 

Mean 
(DN/sec) 

Stdev 
(DN/sec) 

Mean 
(DN/sec) 

Stdev 
(DN/sec) 

Vert Quad 
Mean 

0.02253 0.03777 113.287 7.99167 22.8501 1.58720 0.30444 0.15013 

Vert Detector 
Mean 

0.02263 0.03781 113.287 7.99053 22.8501 1.58817 0.30439 0.15017 

Horiz Quad 
Mean 

0.02369 0.03783 113.192 7.99106 22.8492 1.58787 0.30637 0.15008 

Horiz Detector 
Mean 

0.02355 0.03781 113.193 7.99050 22.8487 1.58817 0.30582 0.15017 

Vert Filter 0.02257 0.03764 113.287 7.99182 22.8503 1.58780 0.30437 0.15022 
Horiz Filter 0.02260 0.03787 113.192 7.99122 22.8488 1.58776 0.30595 0.15023 

Vert Smooth 0.02258 0.03767 113.286 7.99224 22.8502 1.58803 0.30437 0.15023 

Horiz Smooth 0.02360 0.03789 113.192 7.99122 22.8489 1.58767 0.30597 0.15021 

No Correction 0.01433 0.03781 113.182 7.98995 22.8123 1.58817 0.29302 0.15017 
% Difference, 

(Vert-
Horiz)/Vert 

-4.1%  0.1%  0.006%  -0.47%  

Table 2:  Robust mean and standard deviation of the signal rate across all science pixels in the flt files 
for each type of reference pixel subtraction method. 
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Given the behaviors implied by the results in Tables 1 and 2, our next step was to 
investigate the causes behind the differences in signal rates and noise levels.  For this 
analysis, we looked at the ima and flt noise levels in each individual ramp, rather than 
simply the mean levels for each type of observation.  Figure 19 shows relative noise 
measurements in each of the 29 dark current ramps for the detector-wide mean vertical 
and horizontal reference pixel subtraction methods.  In this case, we have plotted the 
percentage difference in the mean noise level relative to the case where no reference pixel 
subtraction is performed.  Points below zero indicate situations where the noise level is 
lower than in the case of no reference pixel subtraction, while points above zero indicate 
that the refrence pixel subtraction has increased the mean noise in the ima ramp.   

The six peaks present on the left side of both the red and blue lines show dark current 
ramps that contain significant amounts of wide-spread persistence from the preceding flat 
field observations.  We include these ramps in our analysis in order to investigate 
whether large spatial scale persistence can be corrected through the use of reference 
pixels.  While this idea at first seems impossible, as described above the vertical and 
horizontal reference pixels appear to display a sensitivity to light, or at least an electronic 
memory of the signal seen in the science pixels.  Given this, we wish to test whether 
reference pixels can be used to correct large scale persistence, such as that caused by 
illumination from the Tungsten lamp.  

For the uncontaminated ramps we see that on average, the noise level in the red curve 
(horizontal reference pixels) is below zero and has a slightly lower noise level than the 
blue (vertical reference pixels).  This confirms that, as seen in Table 1, subtracting the 
mean of the horizontal reference pixels results in less noise than when the mean of the 
vertical reference pixels is subtracted.  For the ramps with no persistence, subtraction of 
the vertical reference pixels results in noise levels which are almost identical to the case 
where no reference pixel subtraction is performed.  The cause behind this result is 
described in a later section of this report.  We reiterate that variations of small fractions 
of a percent seen in Figure 19, when multiplied by the noise levels in Table 1, represent 
changes in the mean noise levels on the order of hundredths of a DN. 

The six ramps contaminated by persistence correspond to the six peaks on the left 
side of Figure 18.  The fact that these ramps show relatively large, positive values in the 
plot means that the subtraction of either the vertical or horizontal reference pixels leads to 
an increase in noise versus the case of no reference pixel subtraction at all.  Note that the 
heights of the peaks are consistently lower in the case of vertical reference pixel 
subtraction compared to horizontal reference pixel subtraction.  We believe this may be 
due to a non-linearity in the horizontal reference pixels.  Details of this are discussed in 
the Persistence Effects section below. 
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Figure 19: Differential noise in the ima ramps corrected using the detector-mean of the horizontal and 

vertical reference pixels. Using mean of horizontal pixels produces a slightly lower noise level compared to 
the vertical reference pixels as well as to no correction at all (dashed black line).  The six peaks in the red 
and blue curves correspond to ramps contaminated by detector-wide persistence, and show that reference 
pixel subtraction increases the mean noise level by up to 1.7% compared to the case of skipping the 
reference pixel subtraction for these ramps. It is important to note that this is 1.7% of a ~9 DN noise level, 
meaning an increase in noise of only ~0.15 DN. 

 

 
Figure 20: Differential noise levels in the ima files for various correction methods versus subtracting 

the detector-averaged mean, using the horizontal reference pixels. The points above 0 suggest that using 
the filtering, smoothing, and quadrant-based mean methods results in (0-0.4%) higher noise compared to 
using the detector based mean.  In cases where wide-spread persistence is present (the six troughs in the 
black curve), omitting the reference pixel correction completely results in lower noise levels by 0.5 – 1.7% 
compared to the detector-mean reference pixel subtraction. 
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While Figure 19 shows the difference between the mean horizontal and vertical 

reference pixels, Figure 20 shows the differences in the ima noise levels for the four 
reference pixel subtraction methods when using the horizontal reference pixels.  In this 
case the differences in noise levels are all measured relative to the case of the detector-
wide mean value subtraction method, rather than relative to the case of no reference pixel 
subtraction presented in Figure 19.  Values above zero indicate ramps where the 
subtraction method plotted results in higher noise than the detector-mean subtraction 
method (i.e. the detector-mean subtraction is better).  Values below zero show ramps 
where the detector-mean subtraction results in a higher noise ima file than using a 
different method. 

There are two main conclusions to draw from Figure 20.  First, for the ramps 
contaminated by persistence, the omission of reference pixel subtraction entirely (black 
curve) results in lower noise than when the detector mean reference pixel subtraction is 
used.  The other three reference pixel correction methods show small differences relative 
to the detector-mean method, implying that they also produce large increases in the ima 
noise levels in the persistence-contaminated ramps relative to performing no reference 
pixel correction.  This implies that even the smoothing and filtering methods of reference 
pixel subtraction, which retain spatial information of the reference pixel values, are 
unable to correct persistence.  In fact, given the noise increases in Figures 18 and 19, it 
appears that turning off the reference pixel subtraction step in the calwf3 pipeline could 
help to reduce the noise in ramps where wide-spread persistence is present.   

The second result to note in Figure 19 is that, excluding the persistence-contaminated 
files, all four reference pixel subtraction strategies produce similar noise levels, with the 
detector-mean method showing slightly (0 – 0.4%) lower noise levels compared to the 
other three, and the quadrant-mean method showing larger scatter across the dataset.  
Again, this suggests that for files that are uncontaminated by persistence, there is no 
advantage to using the more complex reference pixel subtraction strategies over the basic 
detector-wide mean. 

This suggests that the detector-wide mean value subtraction method is the best 
method to use for almost all WFC3/IR observations.  For pixels affected by 
persistence, omitting reference pixel correction entirely results in the lowest noise 
ramp files, but still by only a fraction of a DN.  
 

Persistence Effects 
In the case of the ramps that are contaminated by persistence (darks after flats in all 

orbits that have both) Figures 19 and 20 show that all of the methods of reference pixel 
corrections result in increased noise in the ima files (by up to 1.7%)  compared to the case 
of no reference pixel correction at all.  Figure 19 also shows that using the vertical 
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reference pixels produces less noise than the horizontal reference pixels when persistence 
contamination is present, but still more than when no reference pixel subtraction is 
performed. 

Figure 21 provides further details of this situation.  This plot shows the mean 
reference pixel signal levels up the ramp for all of the dark ramps.  The signal in the 
zeroth read of each ramp was subtracted from the signal in subsequent reads, causing all 
ramps to show a signal of 0 DN at a time of 0 seconds.  Red points indicate mean signals 
in the vertical reference pixels, and blue points show that of horizontal reference pixels.  
The bolder red and blue crosses highlight ramps where persistence was present.  In the 
case of the vertical reference pixels, the red crosses are spread evenly throughout the 
distribution of points from all ramps.  However, the horizontal reference pixels in the 
persistence-affected ramps are grouped more closely together, and at later times are more 
concentrated towards one side of the overall horizontal reference pixel distribution.  The 
horizontal reference pixels in the persistence-affected ramps also follow a more non-
linear path with time compared to the vertical reference pixels.  We hypothesize that this 
non-linearity may be the cause of the higher noise levels seen in the horizontal reference 
pixel subtraction compared to the vertical reference pixel subtraction in the six 
persistence-affected ramps in Figure 19.  The underlying cause behind this non-linearty is 
not clear. 

Another difference to note, which is visible in both the contaminated and 
uncontaminated dark current ramps in Figure 21, is that the horiztonal pixels show a 
much larger non-linearity with time during the initial few reads of the ramps.  The 
horizontal pixel means decrease from 0DN to roughly -1.1DN and -1.75DN in the first 
three reads.  The decrease between the zeroth and first reads is much greater than that 
between the first and second reads, which is greater than that between subsequent reads.  
At the same time, the vertical reference pixels decrease from 0DN to roughly -0.4DN and 
-0.5DN.  The initial decrease from the zeroth to the first read is less than in the case of 
the horizontal reference pixels, and after this initial decrease, the vertical reference pixel 
signals decrease linearly.  This difference in non-linearity is present regardless of whether 
a ramp is affected by persistence and visible regardless of the target of the observation 
(darks, flats, or external). 
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Figure 21:  Differences in the signal in the ima files for several types of reference pixel correction for 

dark current ramps.  The blue crosses show differences between the case where no reference pixel 
correction was applied and the detector-wide means of the vertical reference pixels were subtracted.  The 
red diamonds show the difference between no reference pixel correction and subtraction of the detector-
wide mean of the horizontal reference pixels.  The large change in slope of the blue crosses compared to 
the red crosses is the source of the extra noise seen in the tall peaks of Figure 19.  

 
Figure 22 gives a clearer view of the non-linear behavior up the ramp.  To produce 

this figure we chose a single ramp which was contaminated by persistence, and we plot 
the difference between the mean vertical and horizontal reference pixel signals.  This plot 
shows a difference value that is quickly decreasing through read 2 and then relatively 
steady for the remainder of the ramp.  
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Figure 22:  Differences in mean vertical and horizontal reference pixel signals.  Note the non-linearity 

present in reads 0 through 2.  
 

 
 

Conclusions 
Based on the analysis presented in this report, our overall conclusion is that there 

would be minimal benefit to changing the reference pixel subtraction strategy currently in 
place in the calwf3 pipeline.  Changing the method with which the bias level is calculated 
would result in a change in the resulting noise levels of the ima files (which appear in the 
ERROR extension of the corresponding flt files) of less than 1%, and in several cases the 
noise level would increase over that currently produced.  Similarly, adjusting the 
calculation such that the bias level is measured using the horizontal reference pixels 
would change the noise level in the resulting ima files by less than 1%.  Using the 
horizontal rather than vertical reference pixels does not significantly change the signal 
rates in the resulting flt files except at signal rates comparable to the dark current rate, 
where the 4% difference translates into a difference in the signal rate of only 0.001 
DN/sec.  In the pixels containing only background signal in our 47Tuc observations the 
mean difference in flt values between the vertical and horizontal reference pixel 
subtracted files was still only 0.5%.  This percentage decreases with increasing signal 
rate. 
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Using more complex methods of calculating the bias level does not result in an 
improved reference pixel subtraction.  The noise levels in the calwf3-processed files are 
minimized when using bias levels calculated from the detector-wide means, as is 
currently done in calwf3. 

Analysis of the behavior of the reference pixels revealed the presence of a “signal 
memory” similar to that seen during the ground testing of early focal plane arrays 
produced for the WFC3 project.  Previous testing had indicated that this signal memory 
was not present in later batches of focal plane arrays, but it appears that it is present in the 
flight array.  The horizontal reference pixels do not display this signal memory due to the 
fact that they are read out before any of the light-sensitive science pixels. 

As mentioned above, when large spatial-scale persistence is present in data, 
subtraction of the reference pixels increases the noise in the resulting ima files by up to 
1.7% relative to when no reference pixel correction is performed.  For ramps in which 
there is persistence affecting low-signal targets of interest, it may be beneficial to process 
the data with the reference pixel subtraction step of calwf3 turned off.  Note that 
persistence-corrected  flt files of GO data can now be downloaded via MAST ( 
archive.stsci.edu/prepds/persist/search.php ) and while this correction operates on flt files, 
well after the reference pixel correction step, an accurate removal of persistence signal 
will render the differences in reference pixel correction insignificant by comparison. 

The horizontal reference pixels exhibit a non-linearity in their signal through the first 
several reads of all ramps examined, regardless of the observation target.  The source of 
this non-linearity is not known. 

We also see suggestions that widespread persistence may somehow be tied to a non-
linearity in horizontal pixels which lasts for the duration of the ramp.  Again, the cause 
behind this is unknown.  Given the very small overall effect of these non-linearities on 
science data, we do not attempt to fully characterize these non-linearities, but mention 
them as a possible area of further study if future noise reduction efforts necessitates it. 

Finally, long-term changes in reference pixel signal will be more fully discussed in a 
subsequent ISR.  We believe that these signal changes have minimal impact on science 
data as only intra-ramp changes will not be removed during the zeroth read subtraction 
step of calwf3. 

Recommendations 
We recommend continuing with the reference pixel subtraction strategy currently in 

use by calwf3 (detector-mean vertical reference pixel subtraction).  No substantial 
improvement in the quality of IR data was observed when using other methods. 
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Appendix 
 
 
 

Ramp Target Filter Sample 
Sequence 

Exposure 
Time (sec) 

ibmg01itq_raw.fits, ibmg02sfq_raw.fits 
ibmg03a7q_raw.fits, ibmg04ceq_raw.fits 
ibmg05dcq_raw.fits, ibmg06eaq_raw.fits 
ibmg07jkq_raw.fits, ibmg08v9q_raw.fits 
ibmg08vcq_raw.fits, ibmg09h9q_raw.fits 

Dark BLANK 

SPARS25 252.9 

ibmg01iyq_raw.fits, ibmg02skq_raw.fits 
ibmg03acq_raw.fits, ibmg04cjq_raw.fits 
ibmg05dhq_raw.fits, ibmg06efq_raw.fits 
ibmg07jvq_raw.fits 

SPARS25 277.9 

ibmg20k7q_raw.fits, ibmg20kbq_raw.fits 
ibmg21gdq_raw.fits, ibmg21giq_raw.fits 
ibmg22q0q_raw.fits, ibmg22q4q_raw.fits 

SPARS50 702.9 

ibmg20keq_raw.fits, ibmg21gmq_raw.fits SPARS10 92.9 

ibmg20k4q_raw.fits, ibmg21gaq_raw.fits 
ibmg22pxq_raw.fits 

SPARS25 302.9 

ibmg09h5q_raw.fits SPARS25 227.9 
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ibmg01ivq_raw.fits, ibmg02shq_raw.fits 
ibmg03a9q_raw.fits, ibmg04cgq_raw.fits 
ibmg05deq_raw.fits, ibmg06ecq_raw.fits 
ibmg07jsq_raw.fits, ibmg08vaq_raw.fits 
ibmg09h6q_raw.fits 

Tungsten 
Lamp 

F127M 

SPARS10 
52.9 

“dim” flats 

ibmg01iwq_raw.fits, ibmg02siq_raw.fits 
ibmg03aaq_raw.fits, ibmg04chq_raw.fits 
ibmg05dfq_raw.fits, ibmg06edq_raw.fits 
ibmg07jtq_raw.fits 

SPARS25 
352.9 

“bright” flats 

ibmg20k6q_raw.fits, ibmg20kdq_raw.fits 
ibmg21gcq_raw.fits, ibmg21glq_raw.fits 
ibmg22pzq_raw.fits, ibmg22q6q_raw.fits 
ibmg22q7q_raw.fits 

47Tuc F160W 
SPARS10 92.9 

ibmg20k9q_raw.fits, ibmg21gfq_raw.fits 
ibmg22q2q_raw.fits 

SPARS25 352.9 

Table 3:  Files used in the reference pixel correction analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


